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Abstract: In the design of marine protected areas (MPAs), tailoring reserve placement to facilitate
larval export beyond reserve boundaries may support fished populations and fisheries through
recruitment subsidies. Intuitively, capturing such connectivity could be purely based on optimising
larval dispersal metrics such as export strength. However, this can lead to inefficient or redundant
larval connectivity, as the subset of sites with the best connectivity metrics might share many of
the same connections, making them, collectively, poor MPA candidates to provide recruitment
subsidies to unprotected sites. We propose a simple, dynamic algorithm for reserve placement
optimisation designed to select MPAs sequentially, maximising larval export to the overall network,
whilst accounting for redundancy in supply from multiple sources. When applied to four regions in
the Caribbean, the algorithm consistently outperformed approaches that did not consider supply
redundancy, leading to, on average, 20% greater fished biomass in a simulated model. Improvements
were most apparent in dense, strongly connected systems such as the Bahamas. Here, MPA placement
without redundancy considerations produced fishery benefits worse than random MPA design. Our
findings highlight the importance of considering redundancy in MPA design, and offer a novel,
simple approach to improving MPA design for achieving fishery objectives.
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1. Introduction
Population connectivity typically plays a more prevalent role in marine environments
than in terrestrial systems [1]. Links between local populations form through the movement
of individuals in their larval, juvenile and adult stages. On coral reefs, many organisms,
including both habitat-forming corals and fishes, disperse widely during their larval stages
in the open ocean. Whilst some fish species undertake ontogenetic migrations after settling
in benthic habitats [2], most coral reef fishes have a restricted home range during their
adult life stage [3–6]. Therefore, the primary opportunity for dispersal occurs during
the larval phase [7,8]. Another key feature of marine environments is that they typically
display asymmetric connectivity [9–11] because hydrodynamics drive larval movement,
rather than pure diffusion [12]. Ocean currents, being highly variable across space, lead to
regional larval connectivity patterns with variable strength and directionality [10,13,14].
It has long been recognised that the design of marine protected areas (MPAs), referring
to a spectrum of restrictions to use and access of marine areas, would benefit from a
consideration of larval dispersal [15]. Most MPAs that have incorporated connectivity in
their design do so for the purposes of biodiversity conservation [16]. This normally favours
site selection based on larval self-sufficiency [17], and in the case of an MPA network,
interconnectedness to support metapopulation persistence [18,19]. In a fisheries context,
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external larval replenishment from protected populations to fishing grounds may provide
resilience from overexploitation and allow for sustained fishing efforts [20]. If these source
populations can be protected, then they may also help support fishery productivity. For this
reason, source areas that are high larval exporters are most attractive for MPA placement
that is aimed not only at species conservation and population recovery within MPAs, but
also at benefiting fished populations and fisheries outside of MPAs [21,22].
There are several approaches to including larval connectivity into MPA design, which
differ in their complexity and type of impact [22–25]. The first considers the degree of
connectivity within the MPA network itself, which is generally asymmetric between pairs
of MPAs [26]. These approaches can help maximise the metapopulation persistence of populations across the MPA network. They implicitly assume “scorched Earth” by ignoring the
contribution of larvae outside reserve boundaries and this is likely appropriate in heavily
impacted environments, though less so in moderately exploited marine ecosystems [27].
Most existing optimisation approaches are more strongly motivated by biodiversity goals
rather than fisheries benefits. Connectivity scores are then considered alongside other
costs and conservation features, and undergo site selection procedure as prescribed by the
study [17,25,28,29].
A second approach is to identify metrics that capture the dispersal characteristics of
reefs beyond the reserve network per se. For example, one might highlight areas of high selfretention—which has a biodiversity benefit—or seek those reefs that most strongly export
larvae to key fishing grounds [22]. The latter approach attempts to maximise fisheries
benefits by identifying areas for protection that enable brood stocks to rise and then supply
larvae to replenish fishing grounds [22]. In order to be computationally tractable using
widely-used optimisation software like Marxan [26,30], this approach simply seeks reefs
that have desirable attributes (termed “site-based” approaches in [22]. The limitation is that
it assumes that the contribution of each MPA is unaffected by the selection of other MPAs
in the network. Yet, in reality, the pattern of larval spillover to fished areas can be highly
sensitive to the choice of MPA locations within the metapopulation [22]. Ideally, the reserve
selection algorithm would evaluate the level of desirable connectivity (e.g., spillover from
MPAs to fished locations) at every step of the optimisation process; i.e., when each potential
MPA site is added to or removed from the potential MPA network. While this approach
generates greater fisheries benefits, it is far more complex to implement and currently not
available for Marxan.
Thus, while it is possible to optimise MPA network designs for system-wide benefits,
these approaches can be computationally intensive, difficult to understand, and commonly
unavailable to practitioners. Here, we describe a novel MPA placement optimisation algorithm that is relatively simple and fast to implement. Specifically, we consider larval export
and complementarity among sites, maximising larval subsidies from MPAs and minimising
redundancy in supply. Redundancy can occur when more than one MPA supplies larvae to
the same fishing ground and other MPAs, particularly if density dependent survivorship
of larvae means that much of the “excess” larvae are unnecessary and die naturally [31].
We evaluated the algorithm’s performance against simpler approaches that do not consider
complementarity, in four oceanographically contrasting regions of the Caribbean.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Complementarity Algorithm Design
We define the network as a set of sites N, where N = R ∪ F, and where R are sites that
have been selected as reserves whilst F are sites that are not selected as reserves. Initially,
R is empty and all sites are in F. We then successively change site status from F to R as
we select reserve priority locations for protection in a stepwise manner. At each reserve
selection step, we select a site that satisfies Equation (1):
max Ei =
i∈ F

N
j =1

∑eij

(1)
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where eij is the strength of link from node i to node j, and Ei is the summed out-strength
(the probability of larval export from the source to all destinations, which for simplicity is
assumed to represent the strength of all outgoing connections) of the site, and move that
site from F to R. In cases of ties, where sites have the same out-strength, one of the sites is
selected randomly as the new reserve site.
To achieve complementarity of site selection, such that larval contributions are distributed across the network, we also define a larval saturation threshold S, above which
any additional larval supply is ignored. During the reserve selection process, after site i
has been selected as a new reserve site, we update Sj for all sites as follows:

Sj =

Sj − eij , Sj − eij ≥ 0
0, Sj − eij < 0

(2)

We then reweigh all connections to account for the supply that sites receive from the
newly selected reserve and discount it from the supply that is needed as follows:

eij =

eij , eij < S j
S j , eij ≥ S j

(3)

The process is then repeated after each site is added to R until the size of R is equal to
the predetermined size of the reserve network (previously specified proportion of N), and
the search terminates and the algorithm outputs the selected set of reserves.
It is important to note that the network is defined to include all sites in a region,
including sites that are denoted MPA status. This results in an algorithm which maximises
larval export from an MPA system to all sites in the region, including protected areas.
This may potentially sacrifice the maximal amount possible of recruitment subsidies to
fished regions specifically. We consider this to be a conservative approach, which ensures
that larval benefits between MPAs are not ignored. In order to select for larval dispersal
to unprotected sites exclusively, a simple modification of the proposed algorithm would
be necessary, whereby protected status of a site is accompanied by a conversion of its
saturation threshold to zero.
The proposed algorithm is also inherently greedy, where the best solution is always
selected as the next site that is added to the reserve network. As such, it is prone to get stuck
in local maxima where the same initial node direct subsequent reweighing of connections
and sets a predetermined, potentially sub-optimal selection of MPAs. To explore multiple
solutions beyond the one obtained when the best-connected site is selected first, we modified the algorithm to designate a randomly selected site as the first reserve site, utilising a
random restart hill climbing approach rather than a strictly greedy search. The algorithm
then proceeds to select subsequent sites through the greedy selection and reweighing
process. Greedy algorithms are desirable because of their simplicity to implement and high
speed. For all scenarios, this procedure was repeated 1000 times to ensure all start node
configurations were tested and to allow for any branching between solutions during later
search steps that could arise due to ties between out-strengths of sites.
2.2. Assumptions
For simplicity, fishing is considered to occur at all sites and all sites equally. Therefore,
no area is valued more in terms of a larval export destination. However, this could be
modified such that heavily fished areas can be prioritised as larval destinations. This could
be achieved either by assigning greater saturation thresholds, S, or by overweighting larval
links, to priority sites before the selection process commences.
Assuming that brood stock populations in MPAs will have far greater larval output
than heavily fished areas, we assume a scorched Earth such that fished areas do not
contribute significantly to the larval supply of fished areas. Another way to frame this
is that larval contributions among fished sites are assumed to vary randomly across the
seascape and do not require explicit incorporation.
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The larval dispersal matrices we use are unweighted probability matrices which
describe the probability of larvae travelling from one site to another. However, this is
a simplified scenario as larval production will vary across sites. In order to account for
magnitude of larval flow, the probability matrix can be multiplied by proxies of population
size and health, such as habitat area and quality.
Finally, connectivity is only evaluated across a single generation. Stepwise transfer of
larvae across sites, over several generations may result in larval contributions but are not
considered in our analysis in order to simplify assumptions.
2.3. Measures of Performance
The performance of the resulting MPA systems were explored based on multiple
response metrics. Firstly, to provide a baseline for comparisons to the Complementarity
algorithm, MPA systems were also designed using alternative, and presumably less desirable, methods. The first of these approaches consisted of a random selection of reserve
locations that did not take into account connectivity (using a random number generator
performed for 1000 iterations). The second approach selected sites by optimising fixed
export strength and export connections, respectively. Fixed metrics refers to metrics that
are evaluated before site selection, and never updated to account for redundancy. The fixed
export strength method selected the subset of sites with the highest cumulative larval export, regardless of directionality. Meanwhile, the fixed export connections method selected
sites with the greatest number of out-connections (any probability of larval exchange),
regardless of how strong these connections were. All design approaches were tested in four
different regions of the Caribbean. These regions were analysed using graph-theoretical
metrics (Table 1) to provide a basis for understanding inter-regional differences in MPA
network performances.
Table 1. Descriptive metrics of global network connectivity.
Metrics

Definition

Average connections

average number of connections at any site of the network, calculated as the sum of all
connections divided by the number of sites in the network.

Average strength

average larval flow from any site in the network calculated as the sum of all connection
weights divided by the number of sites in the network.

Biconnected components

a measure of network decomposition into a tree of biconnected components.
Biconnected components are connected nodes where if any one node is removed, the
remaining nodes will still be connected. Articulation points are the nodes which join
biconnected components together to form the global network. Therefore, fewer
biconnected components suggests a network which is more cohesive and less disjointed.

MPA performance across site selection approaches was analysed based on multiple
alternative metrics. We started with relatively simple metrics that were suitable to better
understand the basic functioning of the Complementarity algorithm in selecting MPAs that
export larvae across a network.
The first of these simple metrics was defined as constrained larval export (CLE):
CLE = in=1 ∑ xi ( Ei )

(4)

where xi represents the protection status of site i, with 0 denoting unprotected and 1
denoting MPA status.
CLE is a means of quantifying the degree of larval output from MPAs to the entire
network, within the bounds of the specified larval threshold. A second related metric
was calculated, which captured the number of sites that met the specified larval threshold
(LTM), that is, the sites in the network that have received larval contributions from an
MPA up to or beyond the assumed larval saturation state. LTM is useful to determine the
capacity for an MPA system to meet specified larval export targets across a network. As
a proportion of the overall number of sites in a network, LTM allowed for inter-regional
analysis of performance.
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We further calculated larval export and connections from MPA systems to unprotected
areas, standardising measurements across regions by dividing the sum of export and connections by the corresponding total larval strength or connections across the whole network.
We refer to these standardised metrics in the following simply as export connection ratio
and export strength ratio.
2.4. Application to Caribbean Coral Reef Dataset
Biophysical data consisted of connectivity matrices, generated from the work of
Holstein et al. [32] for yellowtail snapper (Ocyurus chrysurus). O. chrysurus is an abundant
fishery target species in the Caribbean and closely associated with coral reefs, making
it highly suitable for the purpose of this study. Dispersal connectivity matrices were
produced using the Connectivity Modelling System [33], which is a multi-scale biophysical
Lagrangian model. The model incorporates ocean currents, habitat distribution, and larval
traits to produce larval dispersal matrices. Dispersing larvae were simulated as particles,
released every month, over a 5 year period to account for temporal variation. Particles in
the model were subjected to biologically relevant constraints such as larval pre-competency
period, spawning frequency, larval ontogenetic vertical shifts, maximum pelagic larval
duration, and larval mortality. Dispersal probability matrices were derived from these
simulations, describing the probabilities of larval dispersal to any and every planning unit
in a region. We distinguished four regions of the Caribbean on the expectation that they
would have quite different connectivity properties (see Figure 1). The Bahamas is a large
and complex network of reefs with potentially high levels of connectivity; Belize is large
continuous barrier reef system where the reefs are essentially parallel to prevailing currents;
Bonaire and its surrounding islands are small and sit in an area of relatively simple flow;
the
Lesser Antilles is a chain of reefs situated perpendicular to the prevailing current,
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Finally, and importantly, MPA performance was measured by running a spatial fishery
model which simulated metapopulation fish biomass and catch across the entire seascape.
Fishery simulations were based on a Deriso–Schnute delay-difference model, which mimics
age-structured population dynamics under data-poor conditions [34]. Simulations used an
annual time step, capturing changes in fish biomass and catch according to assumed natural adult mortality/survival, growth, larval dispersal, density-dependent recruitment, and
fishing pressure in each area of the planning grid. All simulations started with a spawning
event based upon which eggs were released from all areas and in proportion to the local
biomass of mature fish in those areas at a given time. Eggs were assumed to develop into
larvae and distributed across space to calculate settlement as predicted according to the
above-described larval dispersal probability matrices. Settled juveniles were then subjected
to density dependent mortality before entering the adult population by calculating recruitment according to a Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment relationship [35]. Further detail on
principal equations and procedures used are available in multiple previous studies [22,36].
To parameterise the fishery model for yellowtail snapper, the global average across
empirical estimates of natural annual mortality/survival (s = 0.68) and growth (p = 0.17)
were sourced from FishBase (https://www.fishbase.se/search.php, accessed on 5 September 2021). The estimated steepness of the Beverton–Holt recruitment relationship (h = 0.6)
was set to a value slightly lower than the average estimated across various commercial fish
stocks [37]. Probabilities of larval dispersal were derived from the biophysical connectivity
modelling results described above. Adult movements between areas were assumed to
be negligible. Similarly, unfished biomass in each area of the planning grid was set to a
uniform value of 1. The distribution of fishing effort was also assumed to be uniform and
parameterised such that biomass prior to MPA enforcement was depleted down to only
10% of unfished levels. This assumption was intentionally pessimistic, but likely to be
realistic for many key target species on overfished coral reefs, helping to identify MPA
systems that are most likely to prevent further declines under intense fishing pressure. In
combination, these modelling assumptions ensured that spatial heterogeneity in fishery
simulations was informed purely by estimated patterns of larval dispersal, allowing to
quantify how alternative reserve placement prioritisation approaches impacted fished area
biomass (unprotected area biomass) and protected area biomass.
3. Results
3.1. Connectivity Network Analysis
The Bahamas was the most complex network with more and stronger connections
than other regions (Table 2). Belize and Lesser Antilles were comparable with average
numbers of connections, although Belize was found to be a single biconnected network
with no articulation points, and also had the second highest average strength per site.
Bonaire was the least connected region, with strong clustering and weak connections.
Table 2. Descriptive metrics of global connectivity for the four study regions. Average connections
and strength describe the mean number of connections per site and mean flow of larvae between
sites, respectively. Biconnected components refer to clusters which are connected together in two
or more simple pathways. Biconnected components combine together to form the global network;
therefore, fewer biconnected components suggests a more cohesive regional connectivity pattern.
Region

Average
Connections

Average Strength

Biconnected
Components

Bahamas

102

0.2

3

Belize

43

0.12

1

Bonaire

36

0.04

6

Lesser Antilles

46

0.08

2
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3.2. Non-Modelling Measures of Performance
MPA systems selected by the Complementarity algorithm consistently distributed high
quantities of larvae to a diverse number of unprotected sites compared to other methods
(Figure 2). In all but two instances (Connections in Belize and Bonaire), simply selecting
the best ranked sites based on export strength or export connections, did not produce
MPA systems that ensured near-maximum export strength or connections to unprotected
sites. In the Bahamas, MPAs selected based on highest export strength actually resulted
in the lowest export strength to unprotected sites. Only in Bonaire did optimising fixed
Diversity 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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particularly evident in the Bahamas. The presence of connectivity clusters also explained
why MPA systems using fixed connectivity metrics tended to produce more biomass within
protected areas; their recruitment subsidies were mostly shared amongst the MPA system,
and therefore benefited biomass within MPAs. This observation, whereby the optimisation
of fixed connectivity metrics can produce results incongruous to design intentions, should
elicit caution in using such methodologies to incorporate connectivity. However, metric
approaches can be made more robust by incorporating an updating component to them,
as is demonstrated by our proposed Complementarity algorithm. Additionally, whilst
the benefits from incorporating complementarity was most evident in strongly connected
regions where potential for larval redundancy is highest, it was demonstrated to occur in
all four regions tested in the Caribbean.
The overarching purpose of the Complementarity algorithm is to help planners simply design MPA systems that benefit fisheries explicitly. Such needs are not easily met by
standard MPA planning tools [29]. Moreover, whilst other site selection methods require
complex optimisation routines [22,25], we use a simple hill climbing algorithm and updating ranking system (of the metric export strength) to minimise connectivity redundancy.
The nature of this process not only reduces the computational requirements, but also the
knowledge requirements for planners to make decisions informed by connectivity.
In practice, this algorithm could quickly identify complementary combinations of sites
which will provide fishery benefits. Context specific details can be easily added into the
design process. For example, larval flow to economically important fishing grounds can
be prioritised, or important conservation features and pre-existing MPAs can be locked
into the algorithm’s site selection process. A key caveat to note is the access to, and
reliability of, the underlying larval dispersal data. Biophysical dispersal models can be
highly sensitive to species specific larval behaviour and life history [38], and to different
spatial [39] and temporal scales [14]. Care is therefore needed to ensure dispersal models
are appropriate to use, in order for subsequent connectivity analysis to be meaningful.
With those qualifications in mind, we suggest the proposed algorithm offers a simple and
accessible means of improving MPA design for achieving fishery objectives.
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